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Abstract

This project is focused on the past, specifically a period between 1620 and i 799 in

the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. However, it is deeply rooted in contemporary

concerns about building, bridging and restoring a multi-cultural existence in religious life

and liturgy in the church. The idea for this paper is an outgrowth of my own lived

experience as a descendant of Cherokees and Chinese and of blacks and whites. It was

dually informed by my work as a seminary intern from 2009-2011 at The Riverside Church

in the City of New York and my experience as a fellow at the 2011 Boston Seminar

sponsored by the Congregational Foundation for Theological Studies (CFI'S) and the

Center for Congregational Leadership.

Examinations of "lived religion" have occupied scholars of religious history for

more than a decade. Yet, this paper argues for a proposition that has not sufficiently been

explored in the collective manner presented here. It is an ambitious project albeit with a

relatively modest - although, perhaps, surprising - claiun. This paper argues that colonists

had inter-racial, multi-cultural liturgical experiences from the earliest beginnings of

American religious life. Select examples from colonial churches across the

Commonwealth - representing urban, suburban and rural congregations - show that

women and Negroes and Indians, irrespective of gender, were involved in numerous

aspects of the church as measured by admission, baptism, conununion and marriage?

This thesis attemnpts, hi the briefest way, to add depth and contours to otherwise

well-documented Puritan narratives and to add fresh detail to the historiography of this

period.
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"...More truth and light yet to breake forth from his holy Word."

-- Farewell discourse of the Rev. John Robinson'
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I ]{daie t ih {t 1s I'mi
-
Oisilr ohi' Calvin 4?i bli5 2es

nc ai^tfr+c "th (.^ rwati'rn n nt?,

15fiO-4 1 Ceu.eva Bible is published. First. Caiv mists settle in
EnlawL

1563 First. usage of [c nn 1Puritan' to describe tneatlwrs of
a sczcio-i olitical and religious movement who
believed the Bible w as the true law of Cod and that it
provided guidelines for Churchgovernance; they
sought reforms within the Church of EngkknL

1602 William Shakespeare's Twelfth .NiT ht parodies die
term "Pixri ."

1608 Puritan separatists from Saoohy in the county of
Nouinghamshire leave England and migrate to
Holland.

1611 Authorized Version of the Bible is published by the
Church of England on the authority of King James 1.

1620 i'rfa ower, a privately commissioned vessel,
steers off course and misses its target at the mouth of
the Hudson River. Upon landing off the coast of
t rodent-day Cape Cod, English seUlcrs establish
Plymouth Plantation.

1621 Indigenous American population on Martha's
Vineyard is estimated at 3,000 people`

1622 23 The Indian population in New England continues to
be diln.inislted by disease and plague.

1630 Purity migration betas after a land grant is
issued to the Massachusetts Bay colony, which was
chartered a year earlier and led by John Winthrop.

1638 First slaves arrive in Massachusetts on the ship
Desiree

1641 Massachusetts Bay colony and Plymouth Plantation
"authorize slavery by lc. sl.ative enactment."'
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1642-43 English settlers arrive on Nocpe, later rcnauned
Martha's Vineyard. Hiaeoomes, a Nunpaug Indian
converts to Christianity.

1645 Two Massachusetts merchants join with London-
based slavers to attack an African village. Although
about 100 Africans are killed and others were left
wounded, "two Negroes, one of whom was an
interpreter, were brought to Massachusetts and
sold."•

1661 Estimated date that "intermixture both with the
whites and the blacks" conunenced with the
indigenous population on Martha's Vineyard.'

1670 Hiacoomes and John Tackanash, a Capowack-
Wampanoag Indian, are ordained by
Congregationalist minister Thomas Mayhew Jr.'°
to preach the gospel.

1689-92 Plymouth and Massachusetts Bay colonies merge.

1706 Members of Second Church (also known as "Old
North" meeting house or church) present Cotton
Mather with the gift of a slave, whom he names
Onesimus."

1709 Commonwealth population is estimated to be
"56,000 souls, besides the blacks.""

1718 Population has nearly doubled to "94,000
souls. ..1,200 Indians; 2,000 slaves mostly Negroes.""

1720 Indian population on Martha's Vineyard is estimated
at 800 people, or 155 families."

1761 A kidnapped, nine-year-old girl is sold to
Congegalionalists John and Susannah Wheatley in
Boston, a town of an estimated 15,000 people -
about 800 of whom were "of African descent.'

1764 An estimated 440 mixed-race people live on
Martha's Vineyard."
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1 771 \^`<micui listed as "Phillis" is baptized at Third
('lim-ch ` (also known as "()!d South") .t'

17x)0 Norc ih.w 5,30() Negroes live in Massac•lui,rtts."
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"...For the growing good of the world is party dependent on unhistoric acts;
and... is half owing to the number who lived faithfully a hidden life, and rest
in unvisited tombs."

-- Middlemarch by George E1iot"
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Prologue

The silvery grey sky was overcast when I stood, last summer, on the deck of the 2.r

foot wide, 100-foot long square-rigged Mayflower II, moored at State Pier in Plymouth

harbor. But the sky and sea were calm. Hardly comparable to the unforgiving mix of

pewter and black that must have routinely churned beneath and blown over the 12-year-old

vessel that brought 102 pilgrims" and a crew of 25 men on a privately chartered boat

named for a chestnut tree's blossom. Until these religious separatists came aboard, the

Mayflower commonly ferried Spanish salt, hops and wine between England, the Atlantic

coast of France, and other European ports of call." Can you imagine being on this boat?

My answer, to the person who had queried me, was a senile. My reality was muffled by the

shoving of a couple hundred years of chattel slavery deep into the backg round of American

memory and cultural narrative. Had I answered, the reply would have been, "of course not."

My passage, if lucky,' would have been supine, probably diseased and certainly contorted

as slaves had "tie worst accommodations of any humans ever transported across the

Atlantic. ' .Nevertheless, .I was struck by the comment It reflected how singularly and

powerfully one particular story of journey and quest has been told in this country.

Introduction

Thus I too, embarked upon this project as if on a quest - to understand journey,

memory and accepted narratives while knowing that yet more truth might "breake forth." I

ventured to wasp human experience and adventure but also to see, perhaps timidly, where

I and others like me ft: in. This project does not aspire to deconstruct or critique work

already done, nor to revisit vividly told stories that were folded into American history far

more intentionally than I had imagined." In this way, George Eliot's words resonate with
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me: the stories I went looking for are "unhistoric acts" solely because they have not made

their way into the received history. like Eliot, I believe the good of the world still is

growing. And we owe a debt to those who, as she put it; lived faithfully a life that remains

hidden because we haven't dug. Early American women, black and indigenous

Congregationalists rest in tombs unvisited because we haven't known precisely where to

look.

The storytelling social historian Margot Minard.i warns latter-day worldly saints who

rush to "rescue," reclaim or restore "agency" to groups including women, workers and

slaves. worries that this very act of rescue is, itself, an act of subjectification. " ftc

language of rescue suggests that a historian today can somehow reach back in time and

pluck a forgotten actor from the debris of generations of historical narration, as though the

histories that were written and not written about her, in her own day and in all the

generations since, could somehow be brushed aside from her historical significance." 7

Where 1 take counsel from Minardi is to be clear about language, usage and intent.

Questions of Language and Methodology

First, to address the language used in the tide of this work. I "reclaim the agency

and identity of women, Negroes and Indians," only insofar as I endeavor to inform myself

and my readers that these "other" pilgrims existed. I do not reclaim by re-imagining them.

In the earliest days of this project I was guided by a seasoned historian who warned of the

folly of stirring colored chips into a larger, already mixed batter of history. taus, with this

project, I challenge myself - even beyond this project - to dig deeper, learn more and

stand alongside those who are willing to closely read church records where they can be

found simply to understand history more fully. And it is equipped with this understanding
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that I believe we can move forward together in modem worship. On the terminology used

here to describe people of color, I, like others, find African American and Native

American anachronistic for the colonial period.' Moreover, I dislike some of the subtle

implications embedded within the terns "Native.' This paper uses the terms "Negro,"

mulatto and black somewhat interchangeably - as was done in the colonial era by blacks,

whites and Indians, for whom identity was a fluid category." I prefer indigenous American

to describe the people who lived here before the arrival of Spanish, French, English and

Dutch explorers and colonists. However, because of its cumbersome nature, this text will

most regularly use "Indian" to describe Native Americans,

Underlying these terms are numbers, from which assumptions are drawn. I ant

guided here by the Bancroft Award-winning historian Jill Lepore who, in writing about

King Philip's War and the origins of American identity, said: "Words about war are often

lies."' Words about race are no less fraught with complexity. To extrapolate from 1,epore's

point, I kept in mind the fact that statistics counting Negroes, Indians and the numbers of

people who crossed color lines during the colonial period typically were tallied with

political objectives and biases that arc difficult for the modern interpreter to ascertain.

Similarly, reports of religious conversion among these groups vary widely. Religious

conversions (then as now) sometimes are tied to dynamics that extend beyond spiritual

motivation - both for the proselytizers and the converts.

Population statistics in Massachusetts compiled for the years between 1709 and

1731 demonstrate this variability in the data. The population nearly doubles, growing from

56,000 people to 96,()00 between the years 1709 and 1715. A slight decline - to 94,0(X)- is

reported in 1718. The figures hold steady for two years. Then, the white population for
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1726 is recorded as 35,000 people, a steep drop that is unexplained." By 1731 there are a

reported 120,000 "white inhabitants."' Similar fluctuations occur in the reported number

of Negroes and Indians. In 1736, 2,000 Neg roes and 1,000 Indians lived in the

Commonwealth. By 1751, the number of blacks remains flat at 2,000. But the designation

of indigenous Americans has been changed to "Praying Indians," (from merely "Indians,"

previously). Their number has grown to 3,000. x" These numbers, however, also draw

attention to the small size of the sample examined in this thesis and from which I draw

conclusions.

Methodologically, this paper is not centered on quantitative analysis that tracks

statistics over time. Rather, it relies on an admittedly small but significant sample to inform

questions and reasonable analysis. For example, the records of the First Church of Christ

Cambridge, established in 1632, are well preserved." Church records list "persons adult

[wool own'd the Covenant. & were Baptized."' Also tallied are those who were admitted to

communion, or who were married or died. On a list of several hundred people, two Indian

men and two Indian women were included during the years between 1727 and 1740' On

this same list, from 1698 to 1799 there are 77 blacks? The records note, in a paragraph of

explanation on Negroes, that the list did not include the names of people who had been

mentioned only incidentally "as owing the church money, bringing in wood and so forth."'

This data is used to frame toy core argument that First Church was a multi-racial

congregation. And, these simple tallies of information found in the earliest membership

lists revealed congregations that were diverse in every way that contemporary term is

understood. Large numbers arc not required to make that point. The records have not

been relied upon to make claims about the level of participation that Indians or Negroes
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exhibited in Cambridge church life. And this paper also does not rely on the numerical

data to comment, inferentially or otherwise, about black or Indian influence on theological

or liturgical practice.

In this sense this project stops short of a standard, common to established historical

investigation, that presumes to fully answer the question of what actually happened:

Historians see it as their job to discern facts and derive sweeping meaning from a set of

answerable questions that he at the heart of their inquiry. Here, I take an ethno-historical

approach, borrowing anthropological methodology to weave together a tapestry drawn from

many disparate threads of primary source material. In the process, however, some

questions have arisen and did not enjoy the darity and finality of unambiguous reply. Time,

and the scope of this project, did not allow more thorough burrowing into every possible

question posed by the presented evidence. I tried to steer clear of pre-conceived answers,

however. Among those commonly held assumptions, for example, is the notion that blacks

who converted to Christianity came to the faith as empty vessels or, at best, imbued with a

foreign "slave religion" wholly unfamiliar with the God of Israel. These assumptions do

not seem possible. Records of the Hollis Street Church established as Boston's eighth

Congregational church in 1732, prove the point. Hollis baptismal records report that John

Vingus brought his seven-year-old daughter, Sarah, to the church for baptism. Vingus is

listed separately as owning the covenant. Beside Sarah's name, John Vingus's name is listed

as the sponsoring parent Also printed is the statement that Viugus was a "fire negro,

baptized in his own country by a Romish priest, who also owned the covenant with us."'°

This project does not purport to tell the story of John or Sarah Vingus or others

like him. Was Vingus previously enslaved? If so, how did he become free? Did he, like
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many blacks who found their way to colonial New England, come via the Caribbean?" Or,

was he from the Kongo? Hollis church records alone simply do not provide sufficient

material for informed speculation along those lines. Yet it was illuminating to read the

otherwise mute record of a black man, who had been Christian prior to his arrival in

America and who sought C uistian baptism for his young daughter. This adequately

established his agency in an overall historical record where agency is in particularly short

supply for black men in colonial America.

Church records, even when surprisingly complete cannot answer all questions.

They fall short on countless measures of verifiability. `l ie persons who created the

documents are often unknown. The "why" behind a church record, rarely can be found.

And, even if an audience can, with precision, be situated - say a congregation clearly is

identified as the target of a preached sermon during the colonial period - a firm

understanding of who actually heard the sermon and what they understood rarely can be

excavated. Even when documents and church records are well preserved and found in

reliable places, they can present enigmatic inconsistencies. The first record book of the

Second Church in Boston is one example. (See Figure 1.2 in the Appendix_) Also known

as the Old North Church, the church record book transcribes the first covenant and lists

founding members among other details. (See Figure 1.3.) In numerous church records

spanning a voluminous collection at the Massachusetts Historical Society, Cotton Mather is

cited as the author. However, the chartering, pockettsized tapestry-covered book, presents

a ftmdan ental question with no answer. Mather writes that the church was established June

5, 
1650. 

This is, by all accounts, the founding date - ignoring minor discrepancies. (E.g.,

sometimes founding date is noted as 1649 due to inconsistent use of the Julian and
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Gregorian calendar in the Commonwealth at this time.) Yet Cotton Mather (1663-1728)

was not yet born. His father, Increase Mather (1639-1723) did not become the settled

minister in the Old North pulpit until 1664. Mather did not succeed his father until 1685.

Nothing in the book or elsewhere in church records indicates that Cotton Mather copied

another record or recorded oral testimony. There is nothing to shed light on why this early

record is ascribed to his hand. It is a set of questions that I was unable to answer.'

So tills project, notwithstanding its grand ambition, remains firmly grounded in

simplicity - both in claim and proof.

Race and Identity in Puritan Massachusetts

Finally to properly examine the complex set of interactions between Puritans and

"others," the issue of slavery must come into the foreground. 'The rhetoric of slavery,

extending a theory advanced by historian Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham, functions as a

"meta language" for race more broadly. Understanding black, Indian and Puritan

interactions must be placed in the context of a complex historiography of slavery in New

England." According to colonial court records, the fi rst slaves of the Massachusetts Bay

and Plymouth colonists were Indians and Englishmen. Slaves, in the I7* Century, served

either for a specific term or for life. " In 16.1 the first set of laws adopted by the colonies of

the Massachusetts commonwealth removed Englishmen from the available pool of slaves.
r
l"lie law provided that

there shall never be any bond slaverie, villinagc or Captivitie amongst us, wiles it be
lawfull Captives taken in just wares, and such strangers as willingly selle themselves or are
sold to us. And these shall have all the liberties and Christian usages which the law of god
established in Israeli concerning such persons doeth morally require. This exempts none
from servitude who shall be Judged thereto by Authoritic."
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Following wars with the English, Indians taken into captivity were sent to the West

Indies as slaves to work in bondage." The concept of indentured - but. temporary -

servitude also existed in the Plymouth and Massachusetts Bay colonies. But within the first

20 years, indentured servants became less prevalent_ According to A- Leon tligginbothain,

by 1645 colonists demonstrated a "marked preference for black slaves as opposed to white

indentured servants."'

Incorrect perceptions persist nevertheless, that slavery somehow was "incidental to

the region" of New England, notes colonial historian Wendy Anne Warren. A soft-pedal

is pressed at every corner of this assumption. Slavery, if it did exist in Massachusetts, is

somehow believed to have been kinder and gentler than that of the South. Moreover, it is

commonly believed to have been dispensed with quickly. Such temporal judgments are

arbitrary and subjective. Chattel slavery existed in the Commonwealth for more than 140

years. Even I came into this project believing that the covenant theology of the pilgrims

and Puritans might explain why church cong regations were multi-racial - in other words

that there was a level of equality and tolerance assumed in covenant - and that the Puritan's

theological framework may have somehow ameliorated the reality of human chattel and

bondage for those suffering under such law and practice' Warren underscores the "long-

standing existence" of these types of beliefs 5' And, she adds quoting Robert Desrochers:

"Too great a focus on slavery's negligibility in Massachusetts has perpetuated the New

England studies tradition of exceptionalism by masking ways in which developments and

trends in New England dovetailed with broader cur rents of slavery and political economy

in the non-plantation societies of the mid-Atlantic and the North and in the larger Atlantic

world." Former Federal judge I Iigginbotlham, in his seminal In the Matter of Color, cited
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records demonstrating varying strains of local slavery dating back to 1636.M Slavery also is

incorporated in the colony's first. set of laws, the Body of liberties enacted in 1641

According to Warren, slavery was culturally and economically "crucial" to New England

In the meantime a rhetoric of slavery, alongside Enlightenment-propelled theories of

liberty, was a central feature in pulpit expressions and sermons. Slavery is inexorably

intertwined with the American history of race and religion. It is a history overlaid by

notions of journey and stories of place; where slaves are set free to find promised lands.

Identity formation nevertheless mingles with invisibility.

In America the birth of a nation was framed by religious rebirth, the propagation of

God's gospel and the saving of souls. I have done my best to fairly draw conclusions from

this challenging troika. But I begin and end this paper taking my own first challenge -- to

continue to dig. I have long known that whites, blacks and the indigenous people in

America who preceded them all lived together intimately from the very outset - not only in

Jamestown, but in Massachusetts as well. I now understand that these not always disparate

groups, for a brief time, also worshipped collectively and together sought God, for many

years longer than I had imagined.'
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° What if it would be possible to stand on the extreme edges...and look
toward the new worlds, the place of the resettied...and imagine what
happens in the space of the travel, {tol the inhabitants and the space in
between?"

— Cherokee Fine Art Photographer Thomas Joshua Cooper"
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Covenant and Identity

Thomas Joshua Cooper's selenium-toned, silver gelatin photograph of the water's

edge at Plymouth Sound looks in a south-southwesterly direction from the Mayflower Steps

in Devon, England. Just beneath it, is a hauntingly similar beachfront. The shore is

shadowed with twin shades of black and grey, facing in a north-northeasterly direction

toward "the Old World.""' These modern water views from Plymouth, Massachusetts and

Plymouth in the United Kingdom look eerily similar. Cooper, an American born

Cherokee Indian, fives and works in Scotland. He has spent the last 10 years on a quest "to

set foot on all the physical extremities of the ancient and old worlds of Europe and Africa,"

what he calls the "classical worlds." Similarly he has made photographs at the companion

landing spots in "the new world." Cooper's work comes without narrative. Indeed

Cooper, who prior to an August 2008 lecture in Glasgow had not publicly spoken about his

work in 10 years, believes artists and their work should be seen not heard. But he openly

challenges us to imagine, to ask ourselves, what happened at these special spots that shaped

lustoryP

In many ways we know a great deal about what happened to the group of pilgrims,

and later Puritans who sought religious freedom. Their journey, which will not he

rehearsed here, is a central part. of the American story. Also it sits at the base of the

communal religious narratives of Wugregatioru4iists, Unitarians and many others in the

Reformed tradition. The pilgrim language of journey from William Bradford's On

Plymouth Plantation, to the rhetoric deployed in thousands of sermons preached well into

the 20th Century -- shapes the American consciousness. While travel is a universal

metaphor - for life and, even, in humanity's search for God - the Biblically-laden
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metaphors used by the early Massachusetts settlers resonated with explicit spiritual imagery.

Boston was a city set on a hill (three hills, actually). Plymouth Plantation was a promised

land. The Puritans and pilgrims - tenns that are not precisely interchangeable - were

unified in their call for reform of die Church of England." Even as Puritanism changed

over time, so too did the identities of British immigrants who consciously moved from

being English to American. Their collective use of journey, wayfarer and sojourner

narratives became the paving stones of an American freedom trail. It is natural to ask what,

thee, did they think of other sojourners - even those displaced from land' or countries?

Specifically the pilgrim settlers twice experienced displacement. First they left

Scrooby, a small village in the English countryside, for Leyden, Holland. Later they

returned to England, before departing for America Did their first immigrant experience

shape the second? Early confessions of faith, notably recorded by ministers not interested

in this question, reveal little in the way of answers. ` What was their understanding of

women? Of non-white people?" Where did they form a consciousness of "savers"?" How

did their covenant theology factor into the equation? What was the role of the church? At

the time of its charter with Massachusetts Bay, for example, the Plyrnoudi colony contained

17 towns. Congregational churches had been formed in all but three of them."

Congregationalism functioned, for all intents and purposes, as the state church in

Massachusetts.

What I found, perhaps not surprisingly, is that the very nature of independence

inherent in "the Congregational Way" made answers to those questions difficult to grasp.

One avenue was to look at church covenants, those very same documents upon which

church admission had been based and upon which admission was clearly extended to
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blacks, women and Indians. There was absolutely no ascertainable urdformity, however.

Although mudded after the 1 6 4 Cambridge platform and the Westminster confessions,

the numerous covenant:-, adopted by new settlers upon their arrival in America differ

considerably one from another. Some even pride themselves on being explicitly devoid of

doctrine or explicitly religious overtones.

For example, the covenant of the Second C lurch (Old North) in Boston, which

appears to be in the handwriting of Increase Madicr states:

you do, in this solemn presence, give up yourselfs even your whole self you and
yours to the true God in Jesus Christ, and to his people also, according to ye will of God;
promising to walk with God, & with this church of his, in all his Holy ordinances, & to yield
obedience to every truth of his, wftieh has been or shall be made known to yop as your
duty; the Lord assisting you by his spirit & grace. We, then, the church of Christ in this
place, do receive you into the fellowship, & promise to walk towards you, & to watch over
you as a member of this church, endeavoring your spiritual education in Christ Jesus our
Lord

There is nothing within this covenant, beyond expressed belief in Jesus, that speaks

to how a Puritan "walk with God" might inform interaction with one another (including

women, blacks or indigenous people). Covenants of other early colonial churches similarly

shed little light on this question.

The First Church at Cambridge, adopted a covenant in 1632 that reads:

We who are now brought together and united into one Church under the Lord
Jesus Christ, our Head, in such sort as becometh all those whom He bath redeemed and
sanctified to Himself, do solemnly and religiously, as in His most holy presence, promise
and bind ourselves to walk in all our ways according to the rule of the Gospel, and in all
sincere conformity to His holy ordinances, and in mutual love and respect each to other, so
near as God shall give us grace

At Third Church (Old South) the covenant drafted in 1669 sounded similar

thanes:
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We whose names are underwritten, being called of G=od to join together into a
Church in heart-sense of our unworthiness thereof, disability thereunto, and aptness to
forsake the Lord, cast off his government and neglect our duty one to another, Do in the
name of jcsus Christ our ford, trusting only in His grace and help, solemnly bind
ourselves together as in the presence of God. Constantly to walk together as a Church of
Christ, according to all those holy rules of God's word, given to a church body rightly
established, so far as we already know them, or they shall be hereafter farther made known
to us.'

Across the board in these covenants, belief in Jesus Christ nominally is an indicator

of interest in justice. However, there is nothing explicit in the church records to

conimnumicate how this belief was translated into lived experience in the pews. All three of

the aforementioned congregations, however, were inter-racial and extended membership to

individuals irrespective of gender. 'There is ample evidence that sermonic voices from the

pulpit bridged vast logical inconsistencies and advanced a variety of theological

interpretations to justify evident injustice and questionable personal behavior." What

cougreguits took from these sen eons, has not yet been fully uncovered. Fundamentally,

there is little to demonstrate how Puritan and pilgrim theological principles - especially

those rooted in the Calvinist covenant theology embraced by Congregationalists - directly

informed behavioral interactions between whites and blacks, men and women or slaves (or

free blacks) with indigenous Americans. This presents an opportunity for further

scholarship and study.

What church records do show, however, is a vast sweep of social and economic

status - the bringing together of rich and poor; black, white and Indian and people of both

sexes and spanning all ages - in the earliest membership lists.7' For example, the earliest.

records from the First Church at Cambridge, list 48 founding members in 1632 when the

church was established. Eighteen in this group arc women. Among those, certainly, are

widows and wives. Female servants, for example, also are on the list, such as "Katherine,
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Mrs. Russels mayd." The names, unfortunately, arc not categorized by race or age.

Considerably later in the records, during the tenure of Revolutionary War-era preacher

Nathaniel Appleton, for example, references to servants by race and, possibly even,

ownership appear more frequently. Rev. Appleton, for example, baptized "Jane, a Negro

woman of Elizabeth Nutting, Philip, a negro servant of Mr. Abraham Watson; and Dilla, a

negro belonging to Mr. Sam White of Watertown.""
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"Come over and help us..."
—Words Above an Image of an Indian in the Original Seal of the

Massachusetts Bay Colony.

"And a vision appeared to Paul in the night: a man of Macedonia was
standing and appealing to him, and saying `Come over to Macedonia and

help us."
-- Acts 16: 9 (New American Standard Bible.)"
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Women, Negroes and. Indians

The Harvard historian Jill Ixpore writes that pilgrim authorities in Plymouth, "like

their Massachusetts counterparts, saw Indians as pagan Macedonians who, at heart, were

desperate for the light of the gospel."76 Blacks and women — although without comparable

public, govermnent-sanctioned illustration such as the first commonwealth seal that features

an Indian seeking help -- apparently were deemed to have similar needs. Cotton Mather, a

generation after the colony's establishment — when more blacks had become a part, of

colonial life --- regularly preached sermons and wrote an essay "to excite and assist that good

work, the instruction of Negro servants in Christianity." Mather challenged slaveholders, a

category in which he was included, to provide religious instruction for their slaves relying

for Scriptural justification on a verse from the book of Joshua. "As for me and my house,

we will serve the Lord."'

Women, alone among these pilgrim "others," were seen as having a special role in

the life of the church and the life at home. Personal piety, was as Rosemary O'Day writes,

"a virtue of which women...could legitimately boast." The role of women in

contemplation, prayer, sacrifice and even martyrdom was well known to the Puritans long

before anyone came to America. Geoffrey Chancer's Canterhuiy PiI rims exemplified the

degree to which women of varying statures played conspicuously public roles in church life

and religious thought." In this way, pilgrim women are distinguishable from blacks and

Indians in their experience of religious life in colonial Massachusetts. From the earliest

times of Christianity, including stories .recorded in the Bible, women worshipped God

openly, went on pilgrimages and played a key role, as Laurel 'hatcher Ulrich posits, in

their lone ability to birth children." This understanding, in once sense, buttressed their
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status in the New World.' Once children arrived, women in the colonies were responsible

for their religious education. In a colony established on Biblical principles, the involvement

of women is detectable from the outset. There were 17 women on the Mayflower, two of

whom were pregnant during the crossing. The importance that pilgrims and Puritans

placed upon the family as a spiritual wut also intersects in ci1rious ways with high pregnancy

rates, piety and the "specter of death [which] hovered over childbirth."` This terrain

warrants further interrogation as it relates to the lived religious experience of women.'

lie key to church admission and participation for women,' as was the case for

men, was total and willing submission to strict moral codes and church discipline.' The

historian Mary Beth Norton, even in drawing sharp distinctions between gendered power

in the colonial era, notes that 17' Century churches in New England explicitly "included

female members as well as male members, and sometimes more of the former than the

lacer."' Although women were not commonly voting members, in some churches their

sheer numbers reflected the degree to which they could exert influence on church life. A

split that occurred at Boston's Second Church in the 1740s provides data to illustrate

Norton's point.

The Old North church, established as a spin-off from First Church in Boston,

initially suffered dissension and a split in 1714 when a g roup of members left to form the

New North church. A second fracture followed the ordination of Cotton Masher's son

Samuel, in 1732. Mather, (170(i-1785), was married to Hannah Hutchinson, a sister to

Loyalist Thomas Hutchinson (1711-1780), the man who would later became the colony's

controversial Lieutenant governor. Sixty-nine of 112 members at Second Church voted to

call Sainuel Mather as their settled minister. But nine years later, in 1741, Mather was



dismissed with one year's severance.' Mather left, with 63 women and 30 men, to form a

new church, called Tenth Church, in Boston's North End on North Bennett Street?' The

congregation Mather left behind also was overwhelmingly female. There were 80 men and

183 women who remained at Second Church." This is consistent with a trend Jon Butler

draws attention to in his book Awash in a Sea of Faith. Butler cites a trend that developed

between the years 1680 and 1740 - he calls it 'a new spiritual couple...the member wife

and the nonmember, or delayed-member, husband. "^ By the .! 7 2Os, women "dominated

membership in virtually all known New England congre gations," Butler found.'

This paper has endeavored to incorporate the sto ries of black men and women and

their interaction with pilgrims and Puritans throughout. Noting the limited nature of this

project's review of church records, it can nevertheless be stated flatly that many

Congregational churches whether in urban, suburban or rural areas, routinely had one or

two black members. Moreover the records of churches in Boston, Cambridge, Watertown,

We mouth and Dorcester, among others demonstrate this. The forthcoming work of

George Washington University historian Richard J. Boles draws from considerably more

data to more strongly make the point that Massachusetts churches were racially mixed.

Boles also argues that the role of blacks was not passive or unconstructive.

Scholars of the history of religion also snake numerous correlations between black

involvement in Congregational church life and the Great Awakening." For these scholars,

the conversion impulse among slaves is unambiguously driven by theological concerns. My

work is focused primarily on church reports and sermons (which do not necessarily

address the religious concerns or experiences of converts). I did not spend meaningful time

in this area. Published advertisements during the colonial period and Anglo-American
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case law, however, surest. that a cautious approach should be taken by scholars who have

relied on conversion statistics alone to draw theological conclusions about why slaves

sought baptism. First, I start with the assumption that it is slavery alone that drew blacks to

America. Because of that assumption, the connections between slavery and conversion

become important. My attention was drawn especially to the legal and historical

antecedents of the Yorke-TaIbot decision in England." Yorke-Talbot was an advisory

opinion issued in London on January 14, 1729 in response to a request for a legal

clarification that came from West Indian merchants. For nearly 100 years, in Britain and

later in colonial America, perceptions were widely held that Christian baptism paved the

road to m anurnission from slavery. This pervasive belief prompted Virginia,, as early as

1667, to enact a law explicitly staling that baptism did not confer freedom.°` Nevertheless,

the view held. I believe this is why the Yorke-Talbot decision was issued. Moreover, its

applicability to all colonies - not just those in the South -- explain wily a substantial

advertisement was placed and appeared in The Boston Gazette on September 7, 1730. It

read, in part:

We are of Opinion, that a Slave, by coning from the West-Indies to Great Britain
or Ireland, either with or without his Master, doth not become free, and that his Master's
Property, or Right in him, is not thereby determined or varied. And that Baptism doth not
bestow freedom on him, nor make any alteration in his temporal Condition in these
Kingdoms. We are also of Opinion, that his Master may legally compel hin7 to return again
to the Plantations.'

Much of the conversion activity that is alleged to tic blacks to the Great Awakening

occurs immediately after the Yorke-Talbot period and after news of the ruling was widely

disseminated in the colonies. Certainly there are slave narratives, and even correspondence

- Phillis Wheatley's most prominently among them - that draw connections between

evangelical preachers such as George Whitefield and black converts." But Wheatley
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biographer Vincent Carreua concedes that. 'no known record survives of Pluflis Wheatley

having heard Whitefield preach at either Old South or New North."" Thus additional

research is warranted to prevent newly written history from sinking into the sand trap left by

old racially-tinted tropes. Specifically to be avoided is the implication that the theological

concerns of women, blacks and other people of color derive from emotional impulses

while the spiritual understanding and expressions of whites (especially men) are

intellectually centered.

The stories of Indian people and their encounters with pilgrims and Pu ritans also

have been interspersed through various examples presented previously in this paper. This

section draws special attention, however, to the research of William S. Simmons, David J.

Silverman and Kenneth R. Mulholland who, in 1979, 2005 and 2010 respectively, labored

extensively to recount the Christian experiences of the Wampanoag people on Martha's

Vineyard. By far the most comprehensive published work on this topic is Silverman's Faith

and Boundaries: Colorists, Chrrsdaruty, and Community among the Wampanoag Indians

ofMarfha's Vineyaar^, 1600-1871. Scholarship in the area of Indian interaction with

Puritans across New England is surprisingly deep although it seems not to have drawn the

interest or attention of many Indian scholars. Nevertheless this body of work, including

unpublished manuscripts by Vineyard descendants of the storied Mayhews, suggests that

the relationships that existed communally and liturgically on Ma rtha's Vineyard differed

markedly from the interactions between whites and Indians on the mainland. Overall, the

stories are told in an overwhelmingly positive light. For example Silverman writes: "...the

Wanipanoags intended to co-exist with the English and honor their shared God."" But it

quickly should be pointed out that life on an isl and, by its very nature of limited boundaries
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and resources, dillered from life on the mainland. But, there were tensions, even if not as

sharply drawn as those found elsewhere in Massachusetts?'

Seventeenth-cenuuy records from the church now known as First Congregational of

West Tisbury are largely non-existent for the period commencing in the 1640s when

English settlers begin to arrive on the magical, 87-square mile island Indians called Noepe,

which means "land among the stneains." Nevertheless, select records can be found - such

as the decision in June 1679 to "rayse fiveten pounds yearly from year to yar for the worck

of the ministry."  By 1700, a pay raise to "20 pounds for the preacher" was approved to

entice the Rev. Jonathan Russell of Barnstable to leave the mainland for island ministry.'

Also sonic land transactions can be found, such as one recorded on February 2,1691-92

which authorized "James Allin & peter Robinson" to:

goe and discovr the Indian Steven and Joseph Skeetup...A,nd to agree with said
Indians, so that thay, said Indians do quit Claim of said neeks, to the town of Tisbury And
yeld peasable possession to the Fish, as Rcsonablc as (hay Cann.`°`

'ibis notation, unlike the plan to raise money for the minister's salary, makes no

mention of the amount of money that the town was prepared to pay the Indians for "said

necks," a reference to a narrow or elongated piece of land, a peninsula or an isthmus. In

the modern age, this word is pronounced and spelled "neck."

Also it is important to point out that Indians in Massachusetts were a diverse lot.

Tribal allegiances were complex and varied. Strategic interests among tribes rarely existed

in the monolithic manner loosely suggested by most scholarship in so far as the

predominance of mainstream historical work has placed war between the Indians and

whites, not peace or even religious conversion, as its first focus. So, in this regard, the

examples presented here from Martha's Vineyard are not to be taken to represent
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experiences elsewhere iil the Ph-moutlt or Mas sachusetts Bay colonies. It is only one case:

studv. Ne^°ertlicless, the level cif detail available in `I^isl)urV town records, which provide a

picture of direct Ituiian-English iutcraction, sup%csE that future re searchers may profitably

ntiintc nnnInicil)al histories to inlOrni and skean fresh insight into 17 .h C. Indian intemetions

with whines.
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"N&shun Keesukqut quttiannatanmunach k&wesunonk. Peyaum utch

kukketaff &tamonk, kuttenantamoonk ne&n&nach okheit neane kesukqut.

Nummeetsuougash askesutkokish assamainnean yeuyey keesukok. Kah

ahquoan tamaiinnean nu.mmatcheseongash, neane matchenenukqueagig

nutaquontamoun nong. Ahquc sakompagunnaiinnnan en en gutchhaouganit,

webe phoquokwussinnean wuth matchitut. Newutche kntahtaunn keetass

&tamonk, kah menuhkesuonk, kah soh sumoonk mickene. Amen*

-- The Lord's Prayer in the Wampanoag dialect.'°`
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Conclusion: A Future Hope

Multi-racial congregations not only existed - from die earliest moments of

American religious life in Puritan Massachusetts - they may have been the norm, and not

the exception. This statement,, even in its breadth, recognizes the relative sparsity of

Negroes - slave or free -- and the relatively brief span during which time Indians were

actively Christianized by English settlers. It is a necessary admission that the historical

period of focus in this paper also relics on antiquarian population estimates that vary widely.

Data often are inconsistent. Church records while slowing the baptism., admission or death

of people of color, nevertheless reflect small numbers - sometimes no more than one

person or two in a Congregation of many dozens. The search to reclaim the agency and

identity of women, Negroes and Indians was an ambitious project, perhaps overly so for

the amount of time that could be committed to it. Any one of these categories - women,

Negroes and Indians -- indeed could warrant independent study of primary source

materials and likely would produce fruitful results.

Nevertheless I believe the evidence supports my argument that colonists had inter-

racial, multi-cultural liturgical experiences from the earliest begi nnings ofAmerican.

religious life. Select examples from colonial churches across the Commonwealth -

representing urban, suburban and rural congregations - show that women and Negroes and

Indians, irrespective of gender, were actively involved in numerous aspects of the church.

Recorded marriages and baptisms among black members and congregan s can be found in

the records of numerous churches. The First Church in Cambridge, the Church in Brattle

Square (also known as Iirattle Street) and the Hollis Street church are just a few examples
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cited here. Records of deaths among blacks in the church are more noticeable in the

Second church records.'°'

When I set forth on this journey I wanted to understand an old world through eyes

like mine. Generations of racial categorization and mixing and labeling began with

interactions that rarely engender frank talk or historical scholarship. And excavating these

relationships required sand-blasting historical bias, embedded and recorded racism and

even my own cultural biases and lived experience. Some scholar are more willing than I

am to highlight blind spots in existing history. My research deems the established

historiography impoverished only in so far as the academy has tolerated and, perhaps

perpetuates, the sdoing of historical life stories in ways that are fundamentally inconsistent

with the products of those lives and their descendants whom we see walking around beside

us on the street.

The work here, as extensive and deliberative as I've tried to make it, admittedly

provides only brief snapshots of three g roups - women, blacks and indigenous Americans

- and it does so in a qualitative, rather than quantitative way. An obvious critique of my

work is that there is insufficient data to take my multi-cultural liturgical ball very far

downfield.

But in this way, I hope other scholars in the Congregational, Unitarian and

Reformed traditions will be inspired to look and to dig to find the inter-racial, multi-cultural

stories that existed in faithfully lived lives. A continued need for research exists so that we

can identify and visit their tombs. The growing good of the world depends on it. The quest

to understand multi-cultural and diverse worship in the 21' C. depends on it The world of

men and women and old and young from all nations, a world that was envisioned by the 6°'
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Century B.C.E. prophet Zechanah' depends on it. And, perhaps, so too must the future.

The spiritually rich, intellectually honest and communally meaningful church life hoped for

in of all of our denominations depends on it-

Postscript

A mottled grey sky, indifferent to northeasterly winds, had opened in a deluge last

week when I returned to Plymouth. The ahistorical nature of bad weather was itself a

welcome footnote to this project. The ship's deck of the Mayflower II was leaking. (See

Figure 1.1 in Appendix.) That the parents of a Mayflower newborn could have traveled

with an elaborate wicker bassinet (See Figure 1.5 in Appendix) also became a new puzzle.

Pouring rain propelled the flow of two small brown rivers, that emanated front piles

of cow excrement, down the main street of Plimoth Plantation. A Wampanoag re-enactor

noted that some elements of the English colony had been sanitized - specifically omitted

was the head of Metacomet, the Indian widely deemed responsible for starting King

Philip's War. The Indian was killed August 12, 1676. After his body was quartered and

decapitated, his decomposed head remained on a fencepost outside Plitnoth Plantation for

decades.'' The re-enactor commented that by 1{i4() nearly every home in Plymouth colony

had a "native slave." I asked about blacks and was told the first black slave may have come

on the second boat in 1621. That would have preceded John Withrop's recorded notation

of slaves by 17 years. A film I watched spoke of two cultures with one story. Blacks were

not mentioned at all in the History Channel-produced documentary on display at Pilgrim

Hall. In telling the "conflicting histories" of two peoples with one story, the focus was solely

on Indians and English colonists. I imagined the details the re-enactor had mentioned were

a few of the details lost in the telling of this history in conflict.
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But the experience was no less pleasant than my first visit. Indeed, I was more

aware of the skills I need when encountering naturalized historical theme parks. The

endeavor to seamlessly bridge the past and present for public consumption in national

landmarks, indeed is a primary way many people connect with American History. My

return visit simply was a reminder of the .importance of this work and the depth to which

digging must go. And it was a reminder that even as iconic as Plymouth is in the American

imagination - and in the history of my religious tradition - church life and religious

experience retrains largely outside the scope of the plantation and museum exhibits.
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true.
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Records 1650-1970, Massachusetts Historical Society, Ms. N-2037 (Call), Box 1, Folder 1. Vol. 2.
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To satisfy my curiosity I traveled to the American Antiquarian Society repository in Worcester,
Massachusetts, where the Mather papers are kept. I concluded that the handwriting in the Second Church
pocket-book is properly attributable to Cotton Mather based on my comparison of the writing samples in the
Second Church book and the numerous sermon fragments and other correspondence on file at the AAS.

" Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham, "African-American Women's History and the Meta-later. of Race," Signs,
Vol. 17, No. 2, 1992, 251.

" I use the term "complex" because even such historical basics as a timeline - establishing when slavery was
enacted and abolished in Massachusetts - has been contested. See generally Helen Tunnicliff Cauerall (edit.),
judirzal f:sses Cot enth 'A icttcati Servers and the Negro, (Washington, D.C.: Carnegie Institution of
Washington, 1936), 45..
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(Alan Gallay, ed.), (I incohi, Neb.: University of Nebraska Press, 2009).

" Higginbotham, sup. Note 7, 71.

This figure assumes that slavery indeed was abolished with the case of Ouok Walker v. Jernison, which first
was brought in 1781. The case, which ultimately was decided in 1783 originated when a slave sued his master
for criminal assault. Among other legal intricacies is the fact that this criminal assault case was not decided on
constitutional g rounds. The legal history is reviewed by Arthur Zilversmnit in 'Quok Walker, Mumbet, and
the Abolition of Slavery in Massachusetts," The William and Mary Quarterly; 'bird Series, Vol. 25, No. 4
(October, 1968), 614.

Sadly, that bias could not be borne out by the evidence.
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University, History, 2008, 16.
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" Higgmbo ham, sup. Note 7,66.

4' The Colonial Laws of Massachusetts Reprinted from the Edition off 660, with the Supplements to 1672
containing also, The Body of Liberties of 1641, Boston: 1889.

Warren, sup. Note 43. Ibid.

"In part, the segregation of black and white congregations is a function of economics and architecture. First,
the original utectinghouses were wood. In the 17" C. prior to the arrival from England of motorised
equipment that. unproved fire-lighting techniques, churches routinely burned down. Typically, second
constructions brought galleries and more elaborate pew boxes that separated blacks from whites and
designated seating commensurate with an untnistakable social hierarchy even among whites. Moreover, by the
18' C., when racial categories had firmly hardened, church bequests included specific covenants and use
designations. The only claim made here is that multi-racial liturgical interaction occurred for a time. Also in
colonial Massachusetts, due to a variety of factors primarily associated with land sale and loss so-called
"praying Indians" eventually aggregated into separate "praying towns" with their own churches. In other cases,
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theological differences separated Christianized Indians from whites. l:or example, on Martha's Vineyard a
dispute over the calling of a minister prompted Wampanoags to bolt from the Congregational church in 1693
and to pemiancntly align with Baptists. See Daniel. Cabot, `Vineyard Baptists consider a crossroads," The
Martha's Vineyard Times, December 22, 2011, 33. And, finally by the 1 9` Century, segregationist policies
within churches across multiple denominations became s ufficiently intolerable such that blacks began to form
denominations and worship spaces of their own.

9 Thomas Joshua Cooper, -Ile World's Edge: The Atlantic Basin Project, Lecture. Glasgow School of Fine.
Arts, August 24, 2008. littp://www.gsa.ac.pk/life/fCsa-events/events/thon^as ioshua±ooper/llt .

" Cooper's photographic diptych is entitled A Premonttionai Work" and is part of his contin vohang
Atlantic Basin project - The World's Edge. Through April 29, 2012 it can be seen in "Shapeshiftung:
Transformations in Native American Art," an ambitious exhibition curated by the Peabody Essex Museum of
Art in Essex, Massachusetts.

Cooper, sup. Note 58.

" David D. Hall (ed.), Puritans in the New World: A Critical Anthology (Princeton, NJ.: Princeton
University Press, 2004), ix.

Historical scholarship addresses the transactions that occurred between indigenous people and the Dutch,
French and British settlers. Firmly, within the accepted Congregational n arrative, exists a view that land was
sold and purchased, not forcibly taken. I cannot address those arguments here. Huge differences exist in
myriad cases. Much as Africans themselves were involved in selling countrymen and women, Indians were
involved in land swaps and sale for personal gain. Avarice existed on all sides, Sufficient evidence does exist
about the spiritual understanding held by many indigenous people regarding land, nature and ownership.
That may suggest an inequality of expectation or understanding between participants in these sales. Evidence
also exists about early contemplations of trouble between settlers and Indians. Writes Nash of instructions
given to John Winthrop by his Massachusetts Bay Company backers: "AD men were to be trained in the use
of firearms; Indians were to be prohibited from entering the Pu ritan towns; and any colonists so reckless as to
sell arms to the Indians or instruct then' in their use were to be deported to England whe re they would be
seveiely punished. While ordering that Indians must be fairly treated, the company reflected the garrison
mentality that settlers, once landed and settled, displayed. No missionary activity was to be initiated for
thirteen years." .See Nash, sup. Note 5, 78, Thus, it is hard for this researcher to support claims thaw pilgrim
and Puritan land acquisition was conducted entirely in fairness and with an intent that the two peoples would
live in peace. Self-defense claims also have been widely rehearsed in myriad tomes - from Herbert Mihon
Sylvester's Indian Wars of New England to more modem analyses such as King Philip's War The History
and Legacy ofArneraca's Fo ouen Conflict by Eric B. Schultz and MichaelJ. Tougias. Lepore's The Nante
of War draws different conclusions on the same evidence such that I am more fully persuaded by her
evidence. See Lepore sup. Note 30.

Continued work to reclaim stories of Congregational women, particularly, should look to immigration
experiences in Holland. Additionally trying to understand the shipboard experiences of women would allow
for fertile research. This project, in its focus on church records, was unable pursue a search for the individual
diaries or letters written by captains, crew or passengers.

Early interaction with blacks, at least, was casually noted. For example, John Winthop's journal entry on the
Pierce cargo of "cotton, and tobacco, and negroes" makes no value judgment other than to implicitly
consider blacks of no greater value (and, perhaps less if the list is read sequentially) than a plant to be
harvested for smoking. See Winthrop, sup. Note 6. See also Bernard Rosenthal, Puritan Conscience and
New England Slavery," The New England Quarterly; Vol. 46, No. 1, (March, 1973), 65. Joseph H. Hall also
explores Puritan understandings about Indians. SeeJoseph H. Hall, "Puritan Encounter with the .American
liuiians," Covenant Seminary Review/Presbyterion, Vol. 1, No. 2, (Fall 1975).
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The progression of Anglo-American understanding about Indian identity is explored in Alden T. Vaughan,
Roots ofArnencan Racism: Essays on the Colonial Experience (New York and Oxford: Oxford Ihin rsity
Press, 1995), 7.

Albert Dunning, Con onafists in America (New York: J.A. Hill & Co., 1894), 155.

Author unknown, Records of the Second Church, Second Church (Boston, Mass.) Records 1650-1970,
Massachusetts Historical Socivy, Ms. N-2037 (Tall), Scrapbook, 1912-1916, Vol. 132. A facsimile of portion
of the covenant from page 9, Vol. 3 of Second Church manuscript records also appears in "The Second
Church in Boston 1649-1930 Commemorative Exercises in connection with the celebration of the
Massachusetts Bay Tercentenary 1630. 1930...Oct. 19, 1930."

Records vary on the date of establishment from 1630 to 1633.

® This covenant was readopted and reaf msed in 1872.

William Eleazar Barton, Congregational Creeds and Covenants (Chicago: Advance Puhlishing Co., 1917),
83.

"The list of congregational luminaries who owned slaves, for example, is too long to list. Nevertheless, the
description ofJottathan Edwards's purchase of "a Negro Girle named Venus" from armed slavers in a New
England seaport tavern carne as a particular surprise. Kenneth P. Minkema, "Jonathan Edwards's llefense of
Slavery," The Massachusetts Historical Review, Vol. 4, 2002, 23. And for all the attention given by scholars to
the Great Awakening and the degree to which this may explain black and Indian conversions, relatively little
attention is paid to the ownership of slaves by Great Awakener George Whiteiield, to his find-raising
activities on behalf of southern plantations, or to what blacks thought at the time. See gcnelahv Alfred O.
Aldridge, "George Whitefield's Georgia Controversies," The Journal of Southern History, Vol. 9, No. 3
(August, 1943), 357.

" Again, this is another reason the 17" Century is fertile terrain for research into multi-racial life and activity.
"New World" mission creep, away from early egalitarian ideals, began in earnest in the 18" Century as
"society became more stratified, and wealth became less evenly distributed" and "individualistic modes of
thought and behavior" became commonplace. Nash, sup. Note 5, 182.

"First Church, sup. Now 35, iv.

"Bid, 172-173.

" I,epo e, sup. Note 30, xvi.

L.epore, in examining the early interaction between Plymouth authorities and Indian leaders, asserts that the
English colonists' renaming of the Algonquian sachem Metacom was a reflection of their Biblical
understanding. Metacom also called Metacomet) and his brother Wamsutta, extended a gesture of
friendship to the Plymouth Court in 1660. At this time colonists named the two men Philip and Alexander.
Lepore asserts that this nominal parallel to the "ancient leaders of Macedonia was most likely a reference
(oblique to us but obvious to them) to the seal of the Massachusetts Bay Colony, an engraving of an Indian
mouthing the words, "Come Over and Help Us." Ibid.

'7 Cotton Mather, Rules for the Society of Negroes, 1693 (Boston: TJ. Holmes, 1714). For a more detailed d
sununary on Mat}her's religious instruction of African slaves, see Allen Dwight Callahan, 7 he Talks Book:

Afn''an Americans and The Bible (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2006), 140.

"Joshua 24:15b (KJV)• See also Callahan, Ibid.
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Rosemary O'Day, Women's A ncy in Early Modern Britain and the American Colonies: Patriarchy,
Parfnershrp and Patronage (Harlow, U.K.: Pearson, 2007), 338.

Ibid., 339.

Correspondence between women about their fertility and their New World status as measured by the
fruitfulness of their womb is explored more fully in O'Day, Ibid., 363-364.

" In no way, however, did this establish "agency' beyond very specifically defined boundaries of
subordination to men. There is considerable scho larship on the role, status and experience of women during
this period that draws attention to their sub limation. This examination is limited to asser ting their
membership and participation in church life and religious affairs during the colonial period even within these
widely known and studied limits_

Oceanus Hopkins (1620-1623) was born during the crossing. Peregrine White (1620-1704) was born when
the ship was anchored in Provincetown Harbor. See White's bassinet, which is preserved at the Pilgrim Hall
Museum in Plymouth, Massachusetts, in the Appendix. Virginia Dare often is cited as the first baby born to
English parents in the New World. Dare (1587-?) was born to Ananias Dare and Elinor White, who was
preguant when she left Plymouth, England in May, 1587. Virginia Dare was born on Roanoke Island in the
colony of Virginia. Virtually no details remain about her life.

"MarilyuJ. Westerkamp, Women and Religion in Early America, 1600-1850: The Puritan and Evangelical
uadiltous, (London and New York: Routledp,c, 1999), 25, 29. Investigating this question of how the demand
to produce children affected the religious life of colonial women is outside the scope of this paper, but would
make for fruitful research for further scholarship,

An estimated 20 percent of women died in childbirth and women commonly lost half of their children in
infancy. Ibid, 29,

's Here, and in the examples that immediately follow, references to women concern those who are not black
or Indian.

' The confessions recorded by Cambridge minister Thomas Shepard are instruc tive here. See Shepard,
Thomas. (Bruce C. Woolley, and Geoff Selement, eds.), Thomas Shepard 's Confessions, Publications of
the Colonial Society of Massachusetts, Vol. 58, (Bostote Colonial Society of Massachusetts, 1981).

Mary Beth Norton, Founding Mothers & Fathers: Gendered Power and the Fonr tug of American Society

(New York: Vintage Books, 1996), 219. Norton is unambiguously clear, in expressing her view that Puritan
congregations "were wholly male-dominated." Ibid.

See Samuel Mather in American Nattona113iogrtphy. l tip manb.o .cot
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"Harold Field Worthley, An Inventory of the Records of the ParricuLar- (Congngat ioraal) Churches of
Massachusetts Gathered 120-1805, (Canthridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1970), 59.

"At the Second Church it is worth noting that there were v arying degrees of membership in that one could be
considered part of the congregation and yet not a full member. The distinction between members and
congregants refers to congregational status that occurred in Con gregationalism shortly after 1650, when a
dispute developed over baptism. Originally "lull' congregational pa ►ticipation by members who had "owned
the covenant," was granted only to those who testilicd or made public confession to the minister of "God's
work in their lives." Secondary membership status was granted to those adults who had been baptized but
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who had not yet "owned the covenant" and thus, were considered only half of the way there. A congregation,
in some lesser way, also might afford voting rights to the unbaptized children of baptized "hallway" covenant
members. Jon Butler, Awash in a Sea of Faith: Christianizing the American People (Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, 1990), 60.

" Ibid., 170.

" Ibid.

Albert J. Raboteau is among the prominent African American scholars who draw a connection between the
Great Awakening and black participation in church life. But this assertion tends to be the rule rather that the
exception. See Albert J. Raboteau, Slave Religion: The 'Thsisibk Institution" in The Antebellum South,
(Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 1978), 128-129.

- Although widely referenced and published in secondary works, I have not yet been able to secure an
English law citation for this original decision issued by Sir Philip Yorke, then the King's Attorney General,
and Charles Talbot, his Sollicitor General. See generally George Van Cleve. 'Somerset's Case and Its
Antecedents in Imperial Perspective," Law and Kstory Review, Vol. 24, No. 3, 601 and Ruth Paley.
"Imperial Politics and English Law: The Many Contexts of Sotnerset,"Law and History Review, Vol. 24, No.
3, 659.

" Paley. Ibid., 660.

Advertisement in order to rectify a mistake, The Boston Gazette, Issue 561, August 31 to September 7,
1730.

" Carrena, sup. Note I5, 34.

w Ibid.

17aniel J. Silverman, Faith and Boundaries: Colonists, Christianity and Community Among the
WarnpanoagThdiaiis ofMattla's Yuievani 1600-1871 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 86-

The scholarship tends to tell an overwhelmingly positive story. Nevertheless, I found in researching town
records, evidence of distance. Specifically, island authorities in 1699 voted "at a l.eagall town meeting that the
select men Iinpoured forthwith to defend this Towns Hight against. any Indian or Indians that shall Intrude,
upon the same." Records of the Town of Tisbury, Mass. Beginning June 1669 and Ending May 16, 1864,
Arranged and Copied by William S. Swift and Jennie W. Cleveland (Boston: Wright & Potter Printing, 1903),
32.

Records of the Town of Tisbury. [bid.,13.

Ibid., 32.

"Ibid., 24.

The church itself, now called First Congregational Churns of West Tisbury, does not have any records
dating to the 17 Century and none are on file at the Martha's Vineyard Museum, the repository for historical
records. So, in this sense, town records offer the only avenue into a reconst m:lion of church and town life
during this period and the multi-cultwal dimension therein.

Ampersands (&) in the text represent an Indian vowel sound that is not reproducible in English
transliteration. See Travers, sup. Note 4, 49.
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Marriage, baptism, admission and death records are kept in various ways by the church. Those relied
upon in this research principally look to the records of churches that have been donated to historical societies
and other antiquarian repositories. Additional work can he done at churches that have retained their records
and by researching town records during the colonial period. Also, criminal law proceedings and capital
punishment involved the church insofar as Congregational ministers also preached at executions. These
materials could produce additional avenues for exploration of the intersections between race and religion.
For example, one of Cotton Mather's notable execution sermons was entitled, Tremenda (See Figure 1.4 in
the Appendix). In it Mather, pastor of Boston's Second Church, chastised slaves for wanting to "live
comfortably in a very easy serriusde." But the sermon reveals Mather's complex thinking about race, sin and
equality. Mather, who authored The Negro Christihnizerl, was one of the best known proselytizers of blacks,
both slave and free. His Tremenda sermon was preached in 1721 at the execution ofJos.eph Hatino, a freed
Christian slave who had confessed to the murder of his wife. Mather, who called Hann "a miserable African,"
nevertheless seemed genuinely concerned about Hanno, the depth of sin inherent in his crime and, more
broadly the sins perpetuated by numerous men in the colonial period in their use of violence against women.
See Cotton Mather, Tremenda. The llreadful Sound with which The Wicked are to be ntundeistruck,"
Sermon delivered mito a great assembly in which was present a Miserable Afri an, just going to be Executed
fora mos7 inhumane and uncommon murder (Boston: B. Green for B. Gray &J. Edwards, 1721).

' Zechariah 8:3.9. (NASB).

" Lepore, sup. Note 30, 174. Lepore's account also includes a description of a visit by Cotton Mather who
on a pilgrimage to Plymouth, °took off the Jaw from the Blashemous exposed Skull of that leviathan." Ibid.
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